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Hitman Contracts is a great game, the variety of weapons and the sound and scene become
amazing.The game is much more than the other Hitman games. However, Hitman 2 is more akin
to Killing Floor in that regard. Each mission and objective in Hitman: Contracts contains a number

of tasks. Each of these tasks requires the player to successfully accomplish a number of
objectives. To be completely successful, the player must complete all these tasks. If the player
fails to complete the objectives, the player will have to replay that mission. Hitman Contracts
comes with bunch of new features to the Hitman series. Some of the features are explained

below : New Contracts : The game would come with new types of contracts. You can find
Assassination and Exploration contracts with various difficulty levels. Assassination contracts are
of the levels 1, 2, 3 and 5 degrees, where you will have to find an appropriate target (high-profile

or celebrity) and eliminate them. In Exploration contracts, you are alone to complete the
missions. The player may have to hide from guards and untrusted public or reach the target. In
this level, you must find the right items or gather special "Gathering" items to succeed in the

mission. New Timeframes : The game is divided into different timeframes. New Execution Rules :
Hitman Contracts would have new execution rules. New Equipment : You would get access to

new equipment in the game as well. New Multiplayer Mode : You could play 2 vs. 2, 2 vs. 3 and 3
vs. 3 multiplayer mode. New Game Map : You would be able to play in one of the 6 different
game map : Morocco, Bali, Australia, Cancun, Mexico and Brazil. New Locations : The game

would have 6 new locations : Morocco, Turkey, Kinshasa, Brazil, Cancun and Australia.
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